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Aging intended for Kay Mehl Miller turns into problematic when John dies. Suddenly one at 73
and alone for the very first time in her life, she's lost the sense and need for having a lifestyle of
her very own. Since most of her focus have been on looking after John in his final years, Kay is
definitely no more sure who she actually is or what to do next. we either study from them or get
stuck in them. Hardly. Looking for comfort, Kay would go to church and can be pleasantly
surprised when she actually is asked to play bridge! Is her own existence over? Experiences
we've in aging are personal; Accepting the invitation can be her first rung on the ladder toward
rebuilding a existence of her very own. Her willingness to participate in, rather than fight her
own aging, results in an inventive and zestful appreciation for a existence that continues to be
filled with challenges, insights, and wish. As Kay discovers new and creative uses for skills honed
in her youth, aging actually becomes an interesting process.
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LIVE, You Owe This to Yourself! This reserve is filled with the spirit of living, even while it is
normally about how to survive a spouse's passing. Aging happens; You may make it! Kay Mehl
Miller's willingness to talk about her deep and emotional feelings after the loss of her life
partner, allows us to journey with her as she starts to remake her globe, alone. For anybody who
has lost a spouse, lover, or friend, Living with the Stranger in Me is a useful read. Through travel,
friends, family, religious beliefs, and honest self-examination, she hunts for answers, for healing.
Each stage of the journey is filled with wisdom. Filled with the like she once had,the quest is
definitely to capture that fulfillment, but in a different method. There exists a celebration here,
of sorts, of having completed another rung on one's personal tree. Insight for the traveler A
thoughtful and painfully honest soul searching and personal examination of the procedure of
aging, grief and loss. Coping with the Stranger In Me was sometimes noisy with need and
discomfort, sometimes quiet, and at all times full of truth. Linda Loveland Reid, writer of Contact
of Magenta. You can, one must, place one foot in front of another. An important preparation for
us all. Miller has shared her journey and given us a role model for the passage from grief and
reduction to a reputation of her new self and the strengths of this new self.one which involves
me as We am increasingly facing my own aging, but also that of my parents and my husband.. It
is helpful to know that others have traveled this street and survived to achieve healthful and
satisfying lives. A candid and helpful reserve October 13, 2011 Kay Mehl Miller offers us a daring
watch of what can be achieved in old age of life even while coping with the loss of a loved one
and facing the inevitability of aging. I would recommend this to all who are on the journey or
who know somebody who is definitely further along and requires a guide post.. Kay writes with
tenderness and deep understanding of what the potential offers her, and she triumphs in facing
her issues with perseverance and humor.Alla Crone, author of Captive of Silence a profoundly
moving and informative journey Dr. Miller examines her personal trip through life with amazing
honesty and candor. She shares her encounters and hard-won wisdom, her victories and defeats
until, with the loss of life of her beloved partner, she hits a brick wall. Many will relate to her
struggles and will study from her solutions. Highly recommended not just for readers who have
recently lost a loved one, but for most of us who have, or eventually will, come face to face with
our own mortality, our very own aging. Kay Miller displays us a few of the ways she has found to
make being "old" right into a satisfying and active stage of living. YOU ARE NOT Alone! Each step
of progress, sometimes filled with fear, or even worse, loneliness, brings her closer to the day
she can breathe again. and maturing as an individual. She does a whole lot of wide-ranging
introspection, analyzing her emotions and activities, and drawing upon her personal strength to
reconstruct her feeling of self and worthy of. She also tells of the unsuspected internal strengths
she discovered along the way, strengths that enabled her recreate a good and enjoyable
existence. the tales and anecdotes flow. Even though she's grieving, she faces the fact of her
personal mortality. Certainly it has a noisy message. Miller acknowledges that you could combat
it or join it, go with it and enjoy it. In Living with the Stranger In Me, Kay explores, with
exceptional intimacy, the countless voids she had to have a problem with. She tells us that
people can plan physical security but are helplessly unprepared to fill up voids left behind by a
loved one's leaving. The deeper and broadly she travels as she approaches the welcome
realization that "the stranger in me has turned into a friend," the even more surely she provides
perspective for our very own puzzled sufferings with aging relatives and selves, our own
unresolved animosities and attractions, cries of "if only" and dances of "allow it become." Her
candor (searching for "answers when I didn't even understand what the queries were") admits
her personal shortcomings and welcomes us in at the same time she fiercely celebrates "the



options and interactions with various other humans as ideal and as flawed as I am." For many
folks, the questions could be old however the insights are brand-new; She speaks as the friend
who shares the journey, both personally and spiritually. Words from a friend I purchased Kay
Mehl Miller's book at a gathering of the Redwood Writers. Cheers to Kathryn I just couldn't put
this publication down! She both inspired me and consoled me in working with my very own
losses.... I think that most people can benefit from traveling this street with her and recognizing
within themselves the similarities and variations. She does not enable herself or us, the readers,
to wallow in grief, but rather encourages us to face ourselves and find out who we are and what
we can do to nurture our very own needs...Miller's frank and tender words are like small bright
lamps lining an uncertain route. for many more, they'll hint at what can lie forward and, with
conscience, survive. It's not just a reserve for those of us on the backside of 50! An Important
Planning for us All After the loss of a loved one, Kay Miller tells of problems she faced
reconstructing a future. The Personal Made Collective Kay Mehl Miller shares around a genuine,
articulate personal trip made collective. She demonstrated me how courageous she was and
how she pursued existence without John. She does. The book is easy to learn;Dr. I heartily
recommend it. A great read on an important topic That is a beautifully written book, heartfelt,
intimate and engaging. For anyone struggling to simply accept and embrace growing older, I
highly recommend this book! A Book About Hope In Living with the Stranger in Me, Dr. Miller
candidly shares approximately her trip into aging. Initially it scared me to think that I might
someday lose my hubby but as I continue reading I recognized the message received from
Kathryn was you could survive. We are not all the same, but we do share most of the same
emotions as we travel on our very own journeys. Miller shares herself because she knows she is
Not by yourself in her encounter or reactions. Her personal experience of the challenging and
lengthy process of grieving, of re-defining roles, and re-examining self identification and person-
hood are described by Kay in detail but, thankfully, without jargon and in a clear, readable and
entertaining design. This is a book to learn with your eyes and your heart open. This is a reserve
that teaches us a rich life can be completely enjoyed - at any age! Thank you, Dr. Miller for
writing your tale and sharing it with us! Inspiring and Consoling Dr. Miller brings house the
experience of aging and loss. She offers a vivid and moving account of her struggle from grief to
serenity and contentment. Her inspiring exemplory case of recovery from the loss of one's
youthful self-picture and the brutality of the death of family members provides a information for
all those to navigate these unavoidable encounters. She tells her tale with pathos, humility and
humor. The book is one of those "miracles" she talks about. COPING WITH the Stranger in me
This book is truly inspiring. This shows the strength of a female who lost her true love and will go
on to find a new and meaningful life. I got sat next to her during one of the periods and became
curious to learn what she wrote. Once I started scanning this book I simply wanted to read even
more and couldn't appear to put it down.. I discovered that in the event that you accept
opportunities presented to you and if you choose never to crawl into a depression you can make
it. Kay's reduction was of a partner of years, a partnership of great happiness. I think that this
book can help many people discover ways to carry on their lives with out a spouse or cherished
one. I recommend this book!
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